AFCEA Chapter 158 Corporate Scholarship Sponsor Program

1. Corporate Members and Corporate Scholarship Sponsor Definition:

1.1. AFCEA Corporate Member: Simply a member of AFCEA. All members of Chapter 158 are first and foremost, Corporate Members of AFCEA International.

1.2. AFCEA Chapter 158 Corporate Scholarship Sponsors are those Corporate Members who donate additional monies to Chapter 158 for academic scholarships and other purposes.

2. Corporate Scholarship Sponsor Benefits:

2.1. $500 Donation – Bronze Sponsorship

2.1.1. Acknowledgment and recognition at monthly AFCEA luncheon
2.1.2. Corporate Table Recognition (table centerpiece)

2.2. $1,000 Donation – Silver Sponsorship

2.2.1. Acknowledgment and recognition at monthly AFCEA luncheon
2.2.2. Corporate Table Recognition (table centerpiece)
2.2.3. Acknowledgment and recognition on Chapter 158 Website
2.2.4. Receives invitations to special Chapter 158 events, Ice Breaker Social at Tech Expo
2.2.5. One complimentary seat at monthly AFCEA luncheon
2.3. $2,500 Donation – **Gold Sponsorship**

2.3.1. Acknowledgment and recognition at monthly AFCEA luncheon
2.3.2. Corporate Table Recognition (table centerpiece)
2.3.3. Acknowledgment and recognition on Chapter 158 Website
2.3.4. One AFCEA Chapter 158 personal membership
2.3.5. Two seats at monthly AFCEA luncheon
2.3.6. Introduction to the AFCEA Board (10 min) - new sponsorships only
2.3.7. Quarterly Breakfast with USAFE/A6 staff member and local Communications Squadron commanders
2.3.8. Luncheons speaking engagements opportunity based availability or one seminar sponsorship with publicity and webmaster support
2.3.9. Opportunity and preferred consideration for being a presenter at the AFCEA Summer Tech Expo
2.3.10. Periodic seating at head table during the monthly luncheons
2.3.11. One complimentary pass to AFCEA Summer Tech Expo Golf Tournament
2.3.12. Inclusion on all VIP tours during Tech Expos.

2.4. $5,000 Donation – **Platinum Sponsorship**

2.4.1. Acknowledgment and recognition at monthly AFCEA luncheon
2.4.2. Corporate Table Recognition (table centerpiece)
2.4.3. Acknowledgment and recognition on Chapter 158 Website
2.4.4. Two AFCEA Chapter 158 personal membership
2.4.5. Third seats at monthly AFCEA luncheon
2.4.6. Introduction to the AFCEA Board (10 min) - new sponsorships only
2.4.7. Quarterly Breakfast with USAFE/A6 staff member and local Communications Squadron commanders
2.4.8. Opportunity and preferred consideration for being a presenter at the AFCEA Summer Tech Expo
2.4.9. Periodic seating at head table during the monthly luncheons
2.4.10. Two complimentary pass to AFCEA Summer Tech Expo Golf Tournament
2.4.11. Inclusion on all VIP tours during Tech Expos.
2.4.12. Second consideration for AFCEA Summer and Winter Tech Expo booth placement and inclusion on all VIP tours during Tech Expos.

2.4.13. High school scholarship named for donating sponsor.
   2.4.13.1. Invited to attend scholarship award ceremony and present scholarship
   2.4.13.2. Picture taken with recipient at AFCEA Luncheon

2.4.14. Luncheons speaking engagements opportunity based availability and one seminar sponsorship with publicity and webmaster support

2.4.15. Acknowledgement and special notation in AFCEA Tech Expo Exhibitor’s Guide

2.5. $7,500 Donation - Diamond Sponsorship

2.5.1. Acknowledgment and recognition at monthly AFCEA luncheon
2.5.2. Corporate Table Recognition (table centerpiece)
2.5.3. Acknowledgment and recognition on Chapter 158 Website
2.5.4. Three AFCEA Chapter 158 personal membership
2.5.5. Four seats at monthly AFCEA luncheon
2.5.6. Introduction to the AFCEA Board (10 min) - new sponsorships only
2.5.7. Quarterly Breakfast with USAFE/A6 staff member and local Communications Squadron commanders
2.5.8. Opportunity and preferred consideration for being a presenter at the AFCEA Summer Tech Expo
2.5.9. Periodic seating at head table during the monthly luncheons
2.5.10. Four complimentary pass to AFCEA Summer Tech Expo Golf Tournament
2.5.11. High school scholarship named for donating sponsor.
   2.5.11.1. Invited to attend scholarship award ceremony and present scholarship
   2.5.11.2. Picture taken with recipient at AFCEA Luncheon
2.5.12. Acknowledgement and special notation in AFCEA Tech Expo Exhibitor’s Guide and posters
2.5.13. First consideration for AFCEA Summer and Winter Tech Expo booth placement and inclusion on all VIP tours during Tech Expos.
2.5.14. One complementary seat for the Annual Summer Tech Expo Senior Leader Dinner
2.5.15. Luncheons speaking engagements opportunity based availability and two seminar sponsorship with publicity and webmaster support
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